STATE OF WASt-:lINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
NORTHWEST DRINKING

WATER REGIONAL OPERATIONS

20435 72nd Avenue South, Suite 200, Kent, Washington 98032-2358

August 29,2011

CHARLES MaTSON, III
HAT ISLAND COMMUNITY INC
3616 COLBY AVE BOX 335
EVERETT, WA98201
.

Subject:

Hat Island Water System (ill #31593)
Snohomish County
Routine Sanitary Survey
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Dear Mr. Motson:

This letter is written in follow up to my routine sanitary survey of the Hat Island water system on
August 17, 2011. Thank you to you, Wayne, and Donovan for taking the time to meet with me and
show me around the water system.
The purpose of a routine survey is to identify any immediate health concerns and to assess the
operation, maintenance and management of the water system. In general, your water system is in
fine sanitary condition. The association should be proud to have such competent and dedicated
individuals to run the water system, especially given the somewhat remote location.
My inspection revealed no acute health concerns. We discussed some deficiencies / ideas that
could help maintain and manage the system more efficiently. I am highlighting a couple of issues
here that I think should get some immediate consideration and action.
1. It appears that routine maintenance of the tanks may not be occurring as frequently as it should
be. Routine inspections and cleaning of the interior of your tanks can help alert you to small
problems before they become big issues and help extend the life of your tanks. While there is
no rule for how often this must be done (once every 5 years is recommended by industry
standards), you should consider the age and condition of your tanks and the water quality to
help determine a reasonable time period for doing this.
2. Screens on vents and overflows must be 24-mesh or finer; or some other exclusionary device
must be installed on overflow outlets.
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3. As I mentioned during the survey, you do need to make some incremental progress on your
cross connection control (CCC) and well head protection (WHP) programs. For CCC, one of
the first things you can focus on is to send out a survey to all customers to help you identify
what, if any, cross connection risks there are in your system. This can then help you determine
what next steps you need to take. For WHP, you should at least identify the time of travel radii
around each well and start working on noti,fying property owners that are located within those
radii. I am enclosing guidance documents to help you get started on both programs.
4. As I also mentioned during the survey, it would be very helpful to document your current
routine maintenance activities in an O&M Manual, if only to get down on paper what is in
yours and Wayne's heads. Especially with the highly manual operation of the system, the more
you can document about what is done when and why, the better. I'm also enclosing a guide to
help you determine/schedule routine tasks. This could be a good starting point for putting
together an O&M Manual.
Enclosed is a copy of the sanitary survey report - you should review it for content and accuracy.
Please consider these issues and work with me in their implementation. I would appreciate a
progress report indicating your thoughts and intentions within the next month or so.
The Drinking Water Regulations require that all Group A water systems have a routine sanitary
survey at least every 5 years. In order to receive credit for the survey, a sanitary survey fee must
be paid. The total cost is $1,836. The Office of Drinking Water has used state and federal funds
to pay $918 of this amount. An itemized invoice showing the remaining amount due of$918 is
enclosed. Please send your complete payment in the form of a check or money order within
thirty days of the date of this letter to: DOH, Revenue Section, P.O. Box 1099, Olympia, WA
98507-1099.
Please note that satisfying the conditions of this sanitary survey does not necessarily mean that
your water system is fully compliant with other applicable requirements that may be found under
other federal, state, or local statutes, ordinances, or regulations. These and other departmental
requirements should be addressed separately from the sanitary survey process.
Please give me a call at 253/395-6762 if you have any questions or concerns. Let me know ifthere
are any significant inaccuracies in the enclosed documents and I will make the necessary
corrections.
Sincerely,
~~

Jolyn Leslie
Regional Engineer
NW Drinking Water Operations
Enclosures
cc: Snohomish Health District
Donovan Sheppard, certified operator
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SYSTEM INSPECTION / SANITARY SURVEY REPORT
Date: August 17, 2011

HAT ISLANDWATER SYSTEMSnohomish County (ill #31593)
Persons Attending:
Chuck Motson - Hat Island Manager
Wayne Orff - Hat Island Operator
Donovan Sheppard - Contract Certified Operator
Jolyn Leslie - DOH
Purpose: Routine Sanitary Survey
SYSTEMSUMMARY/ FINDINGS
Last surveyed: October 12, 2006
Issues from last survey:
• Install sample taps at well heads; Status: still remains - need sample tap closer to well
head.
• O&M program, needs to be successfully implemented; Status: still applies.
• Need to develop Cross Connection Control Program, Water Use Efficiency Program,
Wellhead Protection Program, Emergency Response Program; Status: still applies.
• Need to keep records of peak day water usage and inform DOH if demand exceeds the
210 gal/day demand assumption; Status: still applies.
• Booster pump needs to be secured to floor; add second pump for reliability; reports of excess
pump cycling during periods of high demand suggest inadequate bladder tank volume consult with eng; Status: completed, still recommend second pump for reliability.
• Consult with engineer and evaluate options to make well field treatment functional- need
process control measurements when operating treatment to track and make adjustments to
optimize performance; note arsenic now about 10 ppb; Status: In progress, need to finalize.
• Greensand filtration system is not operational- bypass filter until upgrades are designed,
approved by DOH, and constructed; Status: In progress
• Multiple "openings" into system; need to seal wellhead openings, install screened vents,
locate/screen storage tank overflows, verify access hatch seals and vent screens are intact;
Status: completed.
• Prepare and send in CMP; Status: completed
• Chlorination with CT 6 required following RO treatment. Need to activate installed
disinfection facilities and provide calculations showing CT6; Status: completed.
• Send in monthly RO treatment plant report; Status: this is being done
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Approval status:

272

Existing Connects
Eng Capacity
Total Lots

System Type:

461 (based on MDD 210 gpd/connect)
1000

Group A - Community
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SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

G Pressure Zone
(10-20 houses)

I44,OOO-gal
G-Tank

SWL
Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

-1

\l
#1-150'
#2-171'
#3-215'
#5-133'
#6-135'

ffl

III
III
III
III
2

1&5

3&6

I 68,OOO-gal
M-Tank

FelMn/As Treatment
I Filter

4
Gravity Zone

Well Field
Well #1,8 gpm, 172'
Well #2, 20 gpm, 221'
Well #3, II gpm, 236'
Well #4 - not in use

2 Beach wells
+ Reverse
Osmosis Plant

M Pressure Zone
(12-14 houses)

Well #5,6 gpm, 169'
Well #6, 6 gpm, 169'

GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Hat Island (aka Gedney Island) lies between Whidbey and Camano Islands and is part of
Snohomish County. The island is currently platted with about 1,000 lots but the association is
taking steps to purchase or combine lots to reduce that number and hope to get closer to the
approved connections of 461. Existing connections range from one-room beach cabins to
million dollar plus homes. There are currently 40 full-time residential connections and 232 parttime residential connections.
The water system consists of 6 groundwater wells (well field) all pumping to a common
iron/manganese/arsenic treatment system and 2 seawater beach wells that pump to a reverse
osmosis (RO) plant. The groundwater wells pump directly to the G-tank; RO water pumps
directly into the distribution system. The majority of the distribution system is pressurized by
gravity head provided in the 2 storage tanks. About 10-20 homes around the base of each tank
are served by pressure systems. The system is largely run by manual operation, which takes a
high degree of operator vigilance/oversight.
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SOURCES:
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, S07 - Well Field (Wells #1, 2, 3,4,5,6); Qobserved = 10 gpm (well #2); WR = 166 gpm
, Wells draw from a shallow, unconfined sea-level aquifer - moderate susceptibility. Wells are
subject to seawater intrusion - well pumping sequences are managed to try to maintain chloride
less than 100 ppm at each well. Currently, one set ofwell(s) (well 2, 1/5, and 3/6) pumps per day
and are rotated manually to equalize usage; well #4 is not routinely used for supply. Wells are
: manually started when the G-tank indicates water is needed. Wells pump into a common pipeline
~to the greensand filter then directly to the G-tank.
I
I

All wells are metered, have screened vents (the ones we viewed), and sample taps (though some
not right at well head).
f
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S08 - Beach Wells and RO Membrane: Qdesign = 80 gpm each
i Two beach wells (currently only one well is operational- the other collapsed during its routine
rehabilitation) draw seawater and pump through a common line to RO facility. Wells have to be
pulled and cleaned annually due to iron fouling. Beach wells are in a vault below grade. The
, wells typically pump less than the design value of 80 gpm. The association has an application in
to expand the marina - once this is complete, the wells will sit on a narrow spit of land at the edge ,
LottheII?-~na.
_
_
!

TREATMENT:

- PU:tp<?~e:
~9 - Seawater
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Facilities: Designed to produce 28 gpm treated water (from 80 gpm source). The RO plant is
generally only used during the high summer-use period; once/year, the plant undergoes a cleaning
cycle (initiated manually) before putting it away for the winter. Plant is activated manually only
- when demand indicates it is needed. The wells are automatically alternated (when both wells are
I operational).

,
i

The RO plant consists of 3 parallel pressure filters with graded media, 2 parallel 5 micron
cartridge filters, and high pressure pump to 3 RO membranes. Soda ash is injected following
membranes for pH adjustment and anti-sealant is injected following pressure filters. The waste
stream g,?~~pack out into the sound.

P~rp,?~~:..fe/Mn/ As Remoya! __ _
..
._
__
_ __ _
; Facilities: New greensand+ media in one existing filter vessel. Chlorine (6.25% Clorox diluted
1:10) and ferric chloride (diluted 50%) are injected prior to filtration. Ferric chloride usage is new
and specifically for arsenic removal. Target chlorine dose generally varies between 1.0 - 3.0 mg/l
and depends on which wells are in use. Target ferric chloride dose is 2.0 mg/l. Treatment is
checked and adjusted on a daily basis (whenever the wells are running). Filter is backwashed
manually (based on 8 psi differential pressure loss), generally every 10 days to 2 weeks.
Backwash flows out to the backwash trench/pond. Initial results indicate that arsenic is being
successfully removed; engineer needs to submit the final pilot results for completion of this
! project.
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STORAGE:

I 2 Co~crete Storage-Tanks wlWooden Roofs -::.:.
G-Tank (144,OOO-gal) & M-Tank-(168,000-gal)
Tanks were built in the late 80's. The tanks operate somewhat in series; every 3-4 days, -3040,000 gallons of water are transferred from the G-tank to the M-tank via a 6-inch transmission
line (same overflow elevations; the base of the G-tank is 4-ft higher than the base of the M-tank).
HydroRanger water level indicator and transmitter helps manage source pumping and water
transfer.
The G-tank has a dedicated inlet directly from the wells and filtration system, with aeration piping
from the ceiling inside the tank to remove manganese and sulfide. The M-tank has a
common inlet/outlet. Chuck and Wayne were not sure when the interior of the tanks were
! last cleaned. About 2-3 times/year the top of the tanks are inspected. We did not climb the tanks
during the survey. The overflow outlets have been identified since the last survey and were found
! to have screens (though screens need to be fmer 24-mesh or smaller).
i suspended

Gravity Zone
. The majority of the system is served by gravity from the G-tank.
into distribution when they are in use.
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The RO wells are pump directly
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"G" Subdivision (10-20 connections)
A single 2-hp booster pump with two bladder tanks (pressure settings 40/55 psi) provides a small
pressure zone to a group of houses around the G-tank. A new booster pump and replacement
pressure tanks have been installed since the last survey and system now seems to be working fine. .
There is no alternate power supply (power lines are buried; outages are rare).
I,

"M" Subdivision

(12-14 connections)

I A single 2-hp booster pump with a 1,OOO-gal pressure tank (pressure settings 40/65 psi) provides a
small pressure zone to a group of houses around the M-tank. There is a gravity bypass that can
provide minimal pressures. There is no alternate power supply (power lines are buried; outages
;~~ _rare
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Water System Plan

I Approved

-

-- --

2/9/98.
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Will need to update plan when you start

approaching
your•. _..approved
number....,...•,,-of connections.
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; Water Quality Monitoring

l_QK, po ~pdates
Report

,__ Colifo~
Monit~rir:.g P~'
DBP Monitoring Plan

__

._ ....
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._...__ .

i OK

--_I_Y-e-s--.~~_=====--_-_-_~-_-_-_-~~____
---, 2 samples collected in 2009 (appear to qualify for reduced
I, monitoring),

gonsumer Confidence R_ep~rt
, Last Sanitary S_urvey
Opera!ing Permit
Overall Design Approval
Certified Operator

-

-

rYes
...
L".,,,._
i 10/12/06
Green
Yes

next samples required in 2012
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IO&M Manual

I,

There are indi~idual documents for major items (Ra unit,
fil!E~~!igELb.~~~_?~meE~~~_nsi~~p~n.__ ,_,_,_,,
....._.

,------------l

t-.- Flu~hLngP~ogry~

_ _ Try to do it annually, but..E0 set sch~dule. .
Water Use Efficiency Program
Goal setting still planned. 3 tiered billing structure to
,_
en~our~,g~con~e~ation. _ _._
_
_
X~S,Ore~dq1.1.~erly.
_
Individual Cust<?merMete!~.

Distribution S)'~telllI.,eakag~ __+pown from ~48% five ye~!s,~g<?to~ 12% currentl)'
Cross Connect Program.
Need to d~_velor.(comment on last ~'!r:vey) -:-_s.tillapp.~_es
Wel~head Protection PrograJ.!1 _. N~ed to ~.evelop (coIll!Jle1!.ton l~st sUIvey) -= stiJI applies
Eme!];e,ncy R~spo_n~~~lan
' 4 no~ificati.?E_llle~hodsto inform cu~omers. _
Financial Viability Program
Yes, last year was the first year without a surplus, so they
i raised the rates; also have funding plan for replacement of
m~jor .equiplllent (reserves).
I Management Structure
, Chuck and Wayne + a few field workers do most of the work
on the system. Overseen by 7-member HOA board (elected
volunteers). Give montWy reports to the board. Donovan
works PT, also available for consultation by phone at any
I time .
I

Lc;.<?lllpl~ints
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_

DIRECTIVES, RECOMMENDA nONS, AND FINDINGS

1. It appears that routine maintenance of the tanks may not be occurring as frequently as it
should be. Routine inspections and cleaning of the interior of your tanks can help alert you
to small problems before they become big issues and extend the life of your tanks. While
there is no rule for how often this must be done (once every 5 years is recommended by
industry standards), you should consider the age and condition of your tanks and the water
quality to help determine a reasonable time period for doing this.
2. Screens on vents and overflows must be 24-mesh or finer; or some other exclusionary device
must be installed on overflow outlets.
3. The new Groundwater Rule will require you to sample each groundwater source for E. coli
within 24 hours after a distribution system sample is unsatisfactory for total coliform. This
"triggered" source sample is required to determine if your groundwater well is the source of
contamination in your system. Therefore, it is highly recommended that the source sample
tap be as close to the well head as possible to help rule out the possibility of contamination
being attributed to piping or appurtenances between the well and the sample point. The
other option to doing the "triggered" sampling is to disinfect to meet the standard of 4-log
virus inactivation (99.99 percent) and complete the associated daily compliance monitoring.
Currently, your system does not meet the 4-log virus inactivation or daily compliance
monitoring requirements. So you would be required to do the "triggered" source sampling.
You should look at how you might be able to install source sample taps closer to the well
heads. I've enclosed a guidance document that may help to answer any other questions you
may have.
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4. It is not recommended to have wells located in a pit or vault (both from a flooding risk
standpoint and a maintenance/safety standpoint). During expansion/construction of the new
marina, you should consider raising the beach wells above ground. Well casings should
extend at least 18 inches above the ground surface. This also applies to all of your other
groundwater wells. For the wells where the casing does not extend 18 inches, you should
also plan to extend the casing the next time any major work is being done on the wells.
5. With common inlet/out piping on the M-tank and the intermittent nature of tank filling,
keeping water fresh is an important challenge. When cleaning the tank in the future, consider
placing a tee on the existing common pipe with a riser to the top of the tank on the inlet and
a check valve on the outlet.
6. As I mentioned during the survey, you do need to make some incremental progress on your
cross connection control (CCC) and well head protection (WHP) programs. For CCC, one
of the first things you can focus on is to send out a survey to all customers to help you
identify what, if any, cross connection risks there are in your system. This can then help you
determine what next steps you need to take. For WHP, you should at least identify the time
of travel radii around each well and start working on notifying property owners that are
located within those radii. I am enclosing guidance documents to help you get started on
both programs.
7. As I also mentioned during the survey, it would be very helpful to document your current
routine maintenance activities in an O&M Manual, if only to get down on paper what is in
yours and Wayne's heads. Especially with the highly manual operation ofthe system, the
more you can document about what is done when and why, the better. I'm also enclosing a
guide to help you determine/schedule routine tasks. This could be a good starting point for
putting together an O&M Manual.

